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Turn On/Off AudioLink 
Hold down 2 seconds until LED shows green/orange light (on) or no light (off).  
AudioLink turns off automatically when not used for approximately 
5 minutes or when it is not powered by USB.

Syncing with Processor
Turn off processor and turn on the AudioLink. Position the processor  
coil over the volume button of the AudioLink. 

Turn on processor. 

Left and right connection symbol will illuminate if the pairing process  
was successful.

Using Remote Microphone
Turn on AudioLink and press the Mic button. Sound from the AudioLink’s  
microphone will begin streaming into your processor. 

By default, the processor microphone will be muted. To change the mix ratio, 
press the key to toggle between different mixing setups. 

Pairing AudioLink to Your Phone
In your phone, make sure the Bluetooth setting is ON and AudioLink is ON.

Simultaneously press the Mix button and the Mic button for about 2 seconds. 
Bluetooth symbol will blink indicating that the AudioLink is in pairing mode.

Select MED-EL AudioLink option from list of devices.  
(If asked for a code, enter 0000.)

As long as MED-EL AudioLink is the chosen Bluetooth option on your  
phone, you can easily answer and initiate calls from your phone.

Using AudioLink
QUICK TIPS

Streaming Music
Connect the 2.5 to 3.5 audio adapter to the port  
on the AudioLink. Connect the stereo cable with  
two 3.5 mm audio jacks to the adapter and the other 
end to the headphone port of target audio source 
(phone, tablet, etc.). Turn on the AudioLink.
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Streaming Audio from TV
Using the AudioLink RCA/stereo cable, connect the red/
white audio plugs in the appropriate RCA sockets on the TV. 
Connect the 3.5 mm audio jack of the stereo cable with the 
AudioLink docking station. Place AudioLink in the docking 
station (be sure that the rubber socket cover is positioned in 
the designated groove in the docking station. Turn on TV. 

For further information on the use of AudioLink and your audio 
processor, please refer to the product instructions for use.


